AMOR LIBRORUM
In 2003 Kossuth Publishing launched a series in co-operation with the Hungarian National Library entitled Amor Librorum. This exclusive leather bound series aims to republish some rarities of the Hungarian and European culture in facsimile edition.
The list consists of various titles from the 16th century onward: from historical sources, biographies, dictionaries, to old engravings. We release around 4-5 titles a year. So far thirty titles have been published.

Some of our titles:
The History of the Hungarian Holy Crown and the other regalia, 1792
Hungarian Chronicle from 1738
Hungarian Midwifery, 1777
New Plutarch, 1845
Book of Cookery, 1698

OTHER FACSIMILE PUBLICATIONS
Some of the facsimile titles are being published for a wider audience too, in leatherette edition.
Most of these titles are released under our series: WORTH LIBRARY.
Other titles:
The prophecies of Nostradamus
The Rákóczi’s Bible
The travel notes of Móricz Benyovszky of his wondrous journey to Madagascar (1772-1776)
The life and work of painter Mihály Munkácsy